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"There is no charm equal to the tenderness of the heart."
Jane Austen

A YEAR In REVIEW 2020-2021

OUR HEARTS RETURN

As a participating school in Project Infinity, an
educational collaboration of five Reggio-inspired
schools, we are challenged annually with crafting
a pedagogical review of the school year. Creating
this artifact provides an opportunity to reflect
and gain insight into the evolving aspects of daily
life at Peachtree Presbyterian Preschool. The
review for 202-2021 tells the story of "When our
Hearts Return to Peachtree."
After a challenging time due to the global
pandemic, the Preschool resumed classes and
celebrated each and every heart that returned on
August 24, 2020. Prior to their return, children
and families were invited to create hearts from
clay. These unique hearts became a creative and
distinctive art installation with varying sizes,
colors, and shapes to illustrate the beauty in
variety and diversity.
As our hearts came together, this composition
shows love, life, learning, and the joy of being
together.
"Back at school, we can make new friends." -Nicholas
"Jude's heart looks like America. I love it." -Caroline
"I love yellow. Yellow makes you feel good, that's why I
painted mine yellow." -Avery
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WHO WE ARE
We recognize the whole child, all their potentials,
talents, uniqueness, and characteristics.

MISSION
THE PRESCHOOL WAS CREATED TO PROVIDE AN EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY,
FOUNDED ON A FIRM COMMITMENT TO GOD AND A
DEDICATION TO THE HIGHEST PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS.
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SHAPING TOGETHERNESS

The reopening of the Preschool provoked teachers to
ask, "How can we create new contexts that include
the active participation of children in the
construction of daily life while ensuring healthy
environments?" This meant considering the use of the
environment and limiting physical interactions with
others. We were excited to open possibilities of
spaces, such as empty parking lots, the Outdoor
Classroom, and gardens in new ways to shape being
together. In addition, the new spaces gave us hints to
build up a relationship with the outdoors.
The educators felt it was important to offer collective
experiences and group encounters to the children
who had been sheltering in place for quite a while
due to the pandemic. Each classroom became a
unique bubble with no interactions with other
classrooms. Because of this consistent group, the
educators and children built strong relationships.
It was important for us to come to terms with the
new normal and find commonalities between our
values and the current conditions.

GLIMPSE INTO THE CLASSROOMS

Celebrating Birthdays, Nature,
and Togetherness
For young children, having a birthday is an important moment, one
that should be cherished and savored. The Green Meadow Class
(two-year-olds) created a special ritual for birthday celebrations.
One day at the beginning of the year, Eloise arrived wearing a
beautiful crown of leaves to celebrate her birthday. The teachers
observed the way the other children reacted to the crown and saw
the delight in the birthday child's face. As teachers, with an affinity
for the natural world, they wondered how they might use natural
materials in the birthday celebrations for each of the children.

Each birthday ritual began with a collection of natural materials. The children took great pleasure
in seeking out just the right leaves, berries, sticks, grasses, flowers for the birthday child. The
special nature gifts were placed in the birthday basket and taken to tables for further investigation
and organization.

It was a moment to slow down
and think carefully about the
choices the children made in
anticipation of the celebration.
The children and adults planned,
forecasted, anticipated,
supposed, remembered, and
imagined, in the collaborative
preparation of ritual and artifact.

GLIMPSE INTO THE CLASSROOMS

The preparation for the birthday celebration often
took weeks. The children were engaged and patient
because they knew this was for someone special.

Possibilities for creativity and discovery are
endless. Each child finds a unique way to
pound, pinch, roll, flatten, poke, tear,
squeeze, coil, stretch, squash, stomp, twist
and bend the clay into the shape they want.

The Green Meadow Room spent a great deal of time each month celebrating birthdays and the
beauty of nature. The teachers wondered, "How could we take the work deeper so that we can
get closer to the children and their learning processes?" "What material would represent the
complexity of nature?" The children were already familiar with clay, providing the teachers with
a platform to generate imaginative discovery and bolstering relationships with verbal and nonverbal children. The children were offered clay and natural materials which evolved into a
windchime representing each child with a memory from their special day.

The teachers observed that the birthday encounters they created with the children required
them to slow down, to pay attention to words, gestures, actions, and gazes. The children
showed focused energy as a group and as individuals. They were immersed in the
concentrated experiences of exploring nature, gathering gifts, creating crowns and
classroom decorations, and relished the joy of celebrating birthdays together.

“Our birthdays are feathers in the broad wing of time.” Jean Paul Richter

"So we just did our eyes.”-Caroline
Research from a Five/Six Classroom

Atypical Portraits
Inviting children to draw self-portraits is a strategy to begin a
conversation and build a sense of belonging with the group.
This year many of the children and all of the adults were
wearing masks in the classroom. Keenly aware that the world
had changed, we wondered how children were thinking about
the changes and making meaning of this new norm. For
example, we asked if children were noticing that, due to the
mask-wearing, eyes were more prominent? We considered
that the children might miss clues hidden by the masks and
thought about eyes as messengers and receivers of
information.
We Wondered
How can others understand us when we are wearing masks?
What do your eyes share with the world about you?
What do you want us to know?
What do your eyes want to say?
How do your eyes communicate your stories?

“MY EYES ARE SEEING WHAT I DO. MY EYES
CHANGE NO MATTER HOW I FEEL. MY EYES
CAN ACTUALLY SHOW HOW I LOVE PEOPLE
AND THINGS. I CAN DETECT SOMETHING
WHEN I USE MY EYES. I CAN SEE WHAT
THINGS LOOK LIKE AND WHAT PEOPLE ARE
FEELING….AND I LOVE HOW OUR WORLD IS
DOING GREAT!”- ASHER

“EYES ARE FORMIDABLE
COMMUNICATORS THAT HAVE
SERVED AS CONDUITS OF
INFORMATION FOR 1000’St OF YEARS
AND WE RELY ON THIS BECAUSE OF
THEIR ACCURACY.”
LEONG V, BYRNE E, CLACKSON K, GEORGIEVA S, LAM S, WASS S. 2017

“My eyes show courage. I was the first
one to jump off a humongous dock in
the ocean. I was scared and brave at the
same time. My eyes got small.”
- Barnes

"My eyes share happiness. They get big and
people know I am happy. I really like my
friends. My eyes make others happy.”- Grace

Considerations and Attention Generated by
New Mark Making Mediums
“"MY EYES ARE BROWN.
EVERYONE IN MY FAMILY
HAS BROWN EYES. WHEN
I’M HAPPY MY EYES
TURN- I AM MOSTLY
HAPPY WHEN MY EYES
TURN A LOT.” AXEL

THE CHILDREN HAVE A STRONG
AWARENESS OF THE MANY WAYS THEIR
EYES COMMUNICATE THEIR COMPLEX
THOUGHTS, EMOTIONS, AND DESIRES AND
THE ADDITION OF COLOR OPENED UP A
NEW PATH FOR THEIR THINKING. COLOR IS
THE IDENTIFIER. IT LETS US KNOW THESE
ARE PERSONAL EYES THAT SEE, THAT
UNDERSTAND, THAT CONVEY.
“The lines are like a mad
motion- a strong motion.
The mad motion is very
complicated. It has lines
like a monster.”
- Charlie

“I like that I can see really well. People feel
happy when they look at my eyes. They
like the color. My blue jay colored eyes
make me feel calm.” - Bradford

t

In analyzing this work, we noticed we had focused on
the individual and we had a desire to support children
working in relationship with each other. We wondered
if the language of clay might offer more complexity
and possibilities for sharing perspectives?

Mad eyes have
eyebrows in the shape
of V’s...upside down V’s.”
- Asher
“Mad eyes break my
heart. It is not kind .”
-Brynn

Daily Life
"Children need the freedom to
appreciate the infinite resources of
their hands, their eyes, their ears, the
resources of forms, materials, sounds,
and colors."
- Loris Malaguzzi, father of the Reggio Emilia Approach

Connections to Families
It is vital for us to find strategies that enable children,
teachers, and families to be together as we live our daily life.
With restrictions in place, we found ways to stay with the
adults who could not come into the school. Classroom
websites were an important way to communicate and we
wanted to do more. So, we organized for special moments to
happen to keep us connected in dialogue and exchange.
Halloween, Christmas, Valentine's Day, and end-of-year Car
Parades
Zoom meetings to read stories together, celebrate birthdays, and
have conversations as a class

Messaging family

Play Dates on the play yard
Home Story bags with an invitation to post on socials
An Afternoon of Stories by The Creek
Tuck in Tuesdays via social media
Parent/teacher conversations via Zoom
Parent meetings with resource professionals via Zoom
Inclusion program meetings
Nurtured Heart Approach
Share The Love campaign
Big books with class documentation sent home with children
Individual class chapels with in-person parent participation

Playdates on the play yard

Parents Zoom in to classroom

Car parades

An afternoon of Stories by the Creek

5/6 tradition Bushel & Peck

Putting our Hearts into
Professional Development
Professional formation of staff gives back to the
pedagogical growth of the school. Throughout the
year, the staff participated in a variety of educational
professional development opportunities. Through
Project Infinity and Reggio Emilia, Italy, staff attended
webinars, discussion groups, new teacher events,
whole project days, and shared readings as strategies
to grow in our understanding of the Reggio Emilia
Approach. In addition, staff participated in numerous
Nurtured Heart Approach classes and coaching
sessions. In-house produced and recorded webinars
supported teachers in addressing a multitude of
subjects such as Mathematical thinking in Young
Children Literacy, Development of Young Children,
Progettazione, and Storytelling with Young Children.
"Learning is not attained by chance, it must be sought for
with ardor and attended to with diligence."
-Abigail Adams
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ARE HEARTS ARE FULL

It is with sincere appreciation and deep gratitude
that we recognize the participation and
contributions of the children and families to the
Preschool. Our colleagues in Project Infinity and
Reggio Emilia, who share their innovative and
exceptional educational projects with the world,
continue to be a source of inspiration for us. Most
importantly, we thank the children who teach us
every day to see the inner greatness of others, to
wonder, learn, and love together.

When Hearts Returned To Peachtree
installation
2020-2021
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